
Filled with the hope and dream of scaling new heights, as we step into a new academic 
session a warm welcome to K.K.Das College. I appreciate the interest shown by you in our 
institution. The journey that you will undertake with us for the next three years will prove to 
be enriching in every way.
 
Our aim is to impart education which will thrive in achieving academic excellence along 
with empowering students to become responsible individuals of the society. The emphasis is 
on moulding a character based on discipline, self-reliance and moral integrity. It will help 
you develop into rational, tolerant and secular individual. Our experienced and dedicated 
teachers help in this holistic development of the students, through constant guidance. 
Primarily built to cater the needs of students from low income backgrounds, the college has 
come a long way. In its commitment to make education affordable, we are constantly framing 
policies to ensure that the needy students won't be looked over or treated unfairly when it 
comes to education. We aim to prepare learners and train them for vivid opportunities 
around them

We aspire to fulfill our dreams with a modern approach. The teaching-learning process in 
this college has been supplemented with the introduction and upgradation of technology-
based education. The enriched college library complements the process. Our distinction lies 
on provision of online repository of study materials, which students can access anytime. This 
helps them to think and analyze the theories well. In addition to this, the college also provides 
the students the right exposure to groom themselves as confident and competent individuals. 
The add-on courses help the students to acquire knowledge and skill, simultaneously. The 
language lab teaches communication skills needed to make the transition to the workforce. 
With the wish to provide a right platform for opportunities a Placement Cell has been 
initiated, from the previous academic session.

The college boasts of an active NSS unit and Eco-Club. They inculcate value-based 
education to the students. Students learn to become active participants in the transformation 
of the society. Cultural Society and Literary Society bring out the hidden talents of the 
students and help them grow beyond academics.
 
I, hereby, encourage all students to take advantage of the opportunities provided by the 
college and involve themselves in all the extra-curricular activities that are offered.

Marching ahead...

.


